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In order to study the proesses reating intermediate and heavy nulei in massive stars it is
neessary to provide neutron apture ross setions and reation rates lose to stability and for
moderately unstable neutron-rih nulei. Furthermore, one has to know the eieny of neutron-
releasing reations in the main evolutionary phases of a massive star. We present simulations of the
nuleosynthesis in a 15 and 25 M⊙ star, for the rst time followed ompletely from main sequene
hydrogen burning until the type II supernova explosion inluding all nulides up to Bi. Theoreti-
al reation rates were alulated with the NON-SMOKER ode, providing a omplete library of
Hauser-Feshbah ross setions and rates for nulear and astrophysial appliations. Experimental
rates at stability were taken from dierent soures. The impat of unertainties in the rates on
nuleosynthesis are illustrated by two examples, the reations
62
Ni(n,γ)63Ni and 22Ne(α,n)25Mg.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stars above ≃ 10M⊙ are responsible for produing most of the oxygen and heavier elements found in nature.
Numerous studies have been devoted to the evolution of suh stars and their nuleosyntheti yields, e.g., by Refs. [1℄
(in the following referred to asWW95) or [2℄. However, our knowledge of both the input data and the physial proesses
aeting the evolution of these stars has improved dramatially in reent years. Thus, it beame worthwhile to improve
on and onsiderably extend the previous investigations of pre- and post-ollapse evolution and nuleosynthesis. We
present the rst alulation to determine, self-onsistently, the omplete synthesis of all stable nulides in any model
for a massive star.
We employed a nulear reation network of unpreedented size in full stellar evolution alulations. The network
used by WW95, large in its days, was limited to 200 nulides and extended only up to germanium. Studies using
reation networks of over 5000 nulides have been arried out for single zones or regions of stars with simplied
networks, espeially to obtain the r-proess, e.g., [35℄, but kilo-nulide studies of nuleosynthesis in omplete stellar
models (typially of 1000 zones eah) have been hitherto laking. With the ontinuous improvement in understanding
the input physis as well as in omputer tehnology over the last several years it beame worthwhile and feasible to
re-evaluate the nuleosynthesis in massive stars using most reent physis and numeris.
In the following disussion we fous on the nulear physis inputs and their relevane to the prodution of interme-
diate and heavy nulei. Due to the inreasing Coulomb barrier reations involving neutrons play an important role,
either by diretly produing the weak s-proess omponent and in a possible n-proess (i.e. an intermediate proess
between s- and r-proesses), or by providing the seed nulei from whih the γ-proess produes proton-rih isotopes
via photodisintegration proesses.
II. THE MODEL
Our alulations were performed using the stellar evolution ode KEPLER [1,6℄ with several modiations regarding
astrophysial inputs and the numerial treatment. The latter inludes introdution of a novel adaptive reation
network for nuleosynthesis onsidering all relevant nulides from hydrogen thru polonium at any given time; this
amounts to about 2350 nulides during the explosion. The largest extension of the network is shown in Fig. 1). For
details see [7,8℄. It is evident that there are many isotopes far o stability inluded for whih experimental information
is sare. This is even more true in more exoti senarios suh as the r-proess whih involve isotopes lose to the
∗
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FIG. 1. Maximum size of reation network during explosive burning. The line of stability is indiated.
dripline. (In our alulations we do not follow the proposed r-proess in the ν-wind emanating from the proto-neutron
star shortly after the ollapse of the Fe ore.)
As in previous studies [1℄ the explosion was simulated using the piston model. However, the piston proedure was
slightly modied. We also inluded the ν-proess hanging the light element abundanes during the explosive phase
with the same ross setions as in WW95. We updated the opaity tables (OPAL95) [9℄ and onsidered mass loss due
to stellar winds [10℄.
III. THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL NUCLEAR INPUT
Here, we only briey summarize the most important nulear inputs. For details on the omplete rate set, see Ref.
[8℄.
A. Statistial Model Rates
As an be seen in Fig. 1, a large part of our network is omprised of unstable nulei for whih no experimental
information is available. Therefore we have to heavily rely on theoretial preditions. It an be shown [11℄ that
the majority of those reations proeeds via the ompound nuleus reation mehanism and an be desribed in the
framework of Hauser-Feshbah theory. As the basis for the reation of our reation rate set we used statistial model
alulations obtained with the NON-SMOKER ode [12,13℄. A library of theoretial reation rates alulated with
this ode and tted to an analytial funtion  ready to be inorporated into stellar model odes  was published
reently [13℄. It inludes about 30000 n-, p-, and α-indued reation rates for all possible targets from proton- to
neutron-dripline and between Ne and Bi, thus being the most extensive published library of theoretial reation rates
2
FIG. 2. Prodution fators from the 15 M⊙ model. The dotted lines dene a band given by a fator of 2 above and below
the
16
O prodution fator (dashed line).
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to date. It also oers rate sets for a number of mass models whih are suited for dierent purposes. For the network
desribed here we utilized the rates based on the FRDM set. For other appliations, nulear ross setions for the
whole mass range are published separately [14℄ and are also available online |http://data.nuastro.org|.
Of speial interest are α apture reations on isospin self-onjugated (N = Z) target nulei. The ross setions of
suh reations are suppressed by isospin eets and require speial treatment in theoretial models. This is desribed
separately in Ref. [15℄.
B. Weak Rates
An important hange of the weak interation rates for A ≤ 40 is brought about by reent work [16℄. For the eets
of those new rates on the stellar struture results, see Ref. [17℄. The theoretial β− and β+ rates of Ref. [18℄ were
also onsidered. As a speial ase, we implemented a temperature-dependent
180m
Ta deay [19℄. Updated neutrino
loss rates were also used [20℄ but we did not follow the ν-proess for nulides with Z or N larger than 40.
C. Experimental Rates
The above desribed theoretial rates formed the bakbone of the huge set of reation rates that was required to
follow nuleosynthesis in our extended reation network. Whereever possible, the theoretial rates were substituted
by or supplemented with experimentally determined reation and deay rates.
The experimental β−, β+, and α deay rates and branhing ratios given in Ref. [21℄ were implemented, inluding
deays of the rst exited states.
Neutron apture rates were inferred from a ompilation of 30 keV Maxwellian Averaged Cross Setions [22℄ by
renormalizing the NON-SMOKER rates to the given values.
The most important reation is the reation
12
C(α,γ)16O. Its value at 300 keV has still not be determined satis-
fatorily in experiments (this is alled the single most important problem in experimental nulear astrophysis) but
a variation of this rate impats the C/O ratio obtained from He burning and thus the stellar struture and the total
subsequent evolution and nuleosynthesis of the star. The rate previously used in WW95 was the one of Ref. [23℄
multiplied by 1.7. Here, the more reent evaluation of [24℄ was used whih yielded S(300) = 146 keV barn. The
temperature dependene was hosen as suggested by [25℄.
As a standard rate for
22
Ne(α,n)25Mg we used the rate of Ref. [26℄ whih is lose to the lower limit of the NACRE
rate. This is also the rate used for the results shown in Fig. 2. The unertainties in this rate are disussed below in
Se. IVB.
IV. SELECTED IMPORTANT NUCLEAR REACTIONS
The results from our 15 M⊙ model are shown in Fig. 2. The obtained abundanes are not only sensitive to details
in the stellar physis (see e.g. [27℄) but also to nulear physis. Nulei beyond the Fe peak an in general only be
produed, diretly or indiretly, via neutron apture reations whih underlines the fat that it is important to have
a sound knowledge of the nulear proesses indued by neutrons with energies of a few tens of keV.
In this setion two important reations involving neutrons are disussed in more detail. Both give rise to onsiderable
unertainties in the nal isotopi yields obtained in our model. They are not the only reations of speial interest but
due to the limited spae we want to use these to illustrate the diulties one has to deal with when implementing
nulear reation rates in nuleosynthesis alulations. The rst reation 
62
Ni(n,γ)63Ni  is important to model
a spei detail in the abundane distribution whereas the seond reation 
22
Ne(α,n)25Mg  is the main neutron
soure and therefore impats the synthesis of all intermediate and heavy nulides.
A. The Reation
62
Ni(n,γ)63Ni
Examination of the prodution fators of the Ni isotopes in Fig. 2 learly shows a pronouned overprodution of
62
Ni in our alulation. This espeially athes the eye beause all other nulides are produed in amounts niely
agreeing with the band dened via
16
O. A loser look at the problem reveals a peuliar situation for the reation
62
Ni(n,γ)63Ni whih destroys 62Ni. For the results shown here, the reation rate was taken from Ref. [22℄. Interestingly,
by omparison with the previous version [28℄ of that referene it is found that the rate has hanged by about a fator
4
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FIG. 3. Prodution fators in a 25 M⊙ star with NACRE reommended rate for
22
Ne(α,n)25Mg.
of three between these two ompilations. The old value is higher by about a fator of three whih leads to inreased
destrution, suient to bring the
62
Ni prodution down to a value omparable to the other nulides in that region
in our alulation of the 15 M⊙ star.
Searhing for the reason for the hange in the
62
Ni(n,γ)63Ni rate (ross setion), it turns out that the new value
is not based on a more reent experiment but rather on a dierent extrapolation of the ross setion measured only
at thermal neutron energies. The astrophysially relevant neutron energies are in the range 20 ≤ En ≤ 40 keV and
the Maxwellian Averaged Cross Setion at 30 keV is tabulated in Refs. [22,28℄. Sine there is only a measurement of
62
Ni(nth,γ)
63
Ni using thermal neutrons nth, an extrapolation to 30 keV is needed. The older value uses a standard
1/v extrapolation, typial for diret apture of an s-wave neutron. However, it was realized [29℄ that the 14.5 barn
thermal neutron apture ross setion of
62
Ni is unusually high as ompared to its neighboring isotopes, those showing
thermal ross setions whih are lower by fators of 4 − 6. This lead to the idea that the thermal 62Ni apture ross
setion is enhaned due to a subthreshold resonane in addition to the diret apture ontribution [29℄. More spei,
the exess value was attributed to the high energy tail of a bound s-wave resonane at −0.077 keV. Sine the resonane
ontribution deays faster than 1/v to higher energies, at 30 keV only the ontribution of the diret term survives
whih is then lower by a fator of 3 than the term assumed in the older rate extrapolation. Unfortunately, neither the
atual strength of the subthreshold resonane nor the neutron apture ross setion at 30 keV have been determined
diretly by an experiment.
It would be audaious to infer from the disrepanies in our alulations that the atual rate of
62
Ni(n,γ)63Ni is lower
by about a fator of 3 than the new value given in Ref. [22℄ and that the previously quoted value would be preferrable.
However, in the light of the experimental situation it is justied to diret the attention of the experimentalists to that
problem and to point out the importane of neutron apture measurements in the astrophysially relevant energy
range instead of at thermal energies.
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FIG. 4. Prodution fators in a 25 M⊙ star with upper limit of the NACRE rate for
22
Ne(α,n)25Mg.
B. The Reation
22
Ne(α,n)25Mg
This reation is the main neutron soure in the type II supernova model. It provides the neutrons to build up
intermediate and heavy s-proess nulei in the seondary s-proess omponent originating from type II SN. These
nulei are the seed nulei for the γ-proess whih produes proton-rih, stable nulei (p-nulei) by photodisintegration
(see e.g. [1,30,31℄). The produed p-nulei an be niely seen as the enhaned proton-rih isotopes stiking out from
the oor of weak s-proess abundanes for A > 90 in Fig. 2. Thus, a hange in this rate impats a large number of
nulei, basially all of the nulides beyond Fe.
It has also been speulated that a largely enhaned
22
Ne(α,n)25Mg rate ould provide enough neutrons to make an
r-proess (e.g. Refs. [3234℄). Despite of the exponential dependene of the rate on stellar temperature, this would
require extreme temperature onditions, not found in our models. At most, we nd slightly inreased temperatures
during supernova shok front passage through the He shell, leading to a modest inrease in the neutron ux over the
standard s-proess ux. We all this an n-proess whih leads to a slight redistribution of abundanes but produes
no r-proess features and no signiant total yields.
When trying to implement a proper rate for
22
Ne(α,n)25Mg one nds that the experimental errors are still on-
siderably large. For example, omparing the results when using the reommended value for that reation from the
NACRE ompilation [35℄ and the upper limit quoted in the same ompilation, we nd that the prodution fators are
higher by fators of 10− 30 for all nulides beyond Ga (Figs. 3, 4). Reently, it was laimed that suh a high value
ould ure the underprodution of the p-proess isotopes in the Mo-Ru region whih has been found in all stellar
models [36℄. Indeed, also those p-nulei are produed more strongly, however, in a onsistent alulation like ours one
learly sees that suh an enhanement is ruled out by the fat that other nulides are equally enhaned. This not only
limits the possible maximum value of the
22
Ne(α,n)25Mg rate but also shows that another solution has to be found
for the prodution of the light p-nulides in amounts omparable to the more heavy p-nulides.
Again, this shows the importane of measuring the ross setions in the relevant energy range whih is diult in
6
the ase of
22
Ne(α,n)25Mg. Beause of its importane in heavy element nuleosynthesis it is sometimes alled the
seond-most important reation in nulear astrophysis, after the well-known reation
12
C(α,γ)16O.
V. SUMMARY
The rst alulation to self-onsistently determine the omplete synthesis of all stable nulides for massive stars
was performed with a reation network of unpreedented size. Examples for the results for a 15 M⊙ and a 25 M⊙
star were shown above.
We nd a strong sensitivity of the prodution of intermediate and heavy nulei on the
22
Ne(α,n)25Mg rate whih
still remains to be measured to satisfatory auray in the relevant energy range.
As another example we pointed out that even neutron apture reations on stable isotopes, whih are supposed
to be well known, are still a soure of large unertainties. A number of those reations have only been measured
at thermal neutron energies and were then extrapolated to 30 keV. This is always problemati beause the energy
dependene of the ross setion an well be dierent from the usually assumed 1/v behavior, due to p-wave apture
and possible ontributions of the tails of resonanes, both for resonanes at higher exitation energies and subthreshold
resonanes. It has to be strongly suggested that the (n,γ) databases should be searhed for suh extrapolated ases
and that experimental eorts are undertaken to measure aross a wider range of energies. This would greatly improve
the reliability of the nulear input and the redibility of the results of nuleosynthesis alulations.
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